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Our collection offers fresh ideas and inspiration for your bathroom

www.transolid.com
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VANITY TOP
COLLECTIONS
Our Collections
granite & marble
Natural stone brings the unique, exotic look of nature to
the bathroom. No two stones are the same. Transolid®
granite and marble vanity tops have a pre-sealed surface for easy cleaning and resistance to cracks, chips
and scratches. Easy cleaning with soap and water and
a protective sealer every 5 years will keep your stone
vanity top beautiful for a lifetime. Granite and marble
are natural materials that have subtle variations. Each
top is polished to a smooth, high gloss finish.

Quick Ship Vanity Tops
Custom Vanity Tops
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Transolid® engineered quartz is produced from 93%
quartz under extreme high pressures to yield a top that
is hard, stain and heat resistant with a consistent color
throughout. Our quartz tops never need sealing, polishing or reconditioning and are practically care-free.
They are exceptionally hard, making them resistant to
cracks, chips, scratches and stains for years of troublefree beauty.

Quick Ship Vanity Tops
Custom Vanity Tops
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CLASSIC & NATURAL SELECTIONS®
Transolid® Solid Surface material features a surface with
an integral seam-free bowl. Tops feature seamless color
all the way through. The surface, which is the same
used in hospitals everywhere, doesn’t support bacteria
growth due to its dense, non-porous surface. Made from
a highly durable, non-porous polyester/acrylic composition that resists stains and heat up to 365°. The renewable surface can be repaired easily for lifetime use.

Quick Ship Vanity Tops
Custom Vanity Tops
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Full Line Color Gallery
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quartz

solid surface

DÉCOR
Transolid® Décor features the look and soft-feel of solid
surface. The solid surface material provides beauty, durability and easy-clean design at an affordable price.
Décor vanity tops are offered in 12 Décor colors to inspire your personal flair and style.

colors
COLOR GALLERY

COLOR GALLERY

Transolid® natural granite colors

A
Baltic Brown (E5) s

B
Uba Verde (E3) s

Transolid® natural granite colors

A
Rosselin White (F4) s

A
Sea Green (E5) s

C
Giallo Veneziano (E5) s

B
Giallo Parfait (G2) s

C
India Gold (G1) s

B

A

Giallo Ornamental (F2) s

C

Baltic Brown (E5) s

C
Absolute Black (F5) s

Blue Pearl (E8) s

Uba Verde (E3) s

Transolid® natural marble colors

C

C

White Carrara (M1) s

Crystal Sands (M4) s

Milan White (3A) s

Durum Cream (33) s

Nano Crystal (N1)

C
Cacao Nougat (M7) s

s

B
Nature’s Path (3X) s

C
Oman Beige (M6) s

C
Manchester Square (3S) s

indicates quick ship color in standard sizes.

B
Capri Cliffs (3Q) s

B
Windsor Castle (3F) s

C
Sorrento Coast (3G) s

C
Tuscan Wheat - honed (3C)
18

B
Cloudy Brown (3Y)

C

Giallo Veneziano (E5) s

B
Giallo Parfait (G2) s

C
India Gold (G1) s

B
Giallo Ornamental (F2) s

C
Blue Pearl (E8) s

C

C

C

White Carrara (M1) s

Crystal Sands (M4) s

Absolute Black (F5) s

C
Java Coast (M5) s

C
Cacao Nougat (M7) s

C
Oman Beige (M6) s

Transolid® engineered quartz colors

B

B
Natural White (3W)

A
Sea Green (E5) s

C

Transolid® natural marble colors

C
Java Coast (M5) s

Transolid® engineered quartz colors

B

A
Rosselin White (F4) s

B

Bergamo Festival (3K) s

Florentine Mosaic (3H)

B
Durum Cream (33) s

B
Natural White (3W)

C
Nano Crystal (N1)

C

Tuscan Wheat - honed (3C)
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s

B
Nature’s Path (3X) s

C
Manchester Square (3S) s

B
Capri Cliffs (3Q) s

B
Windsor Castle (3F) s

C
Sorrento Coast (3G) s

C

Genoa Blue (3V)

B
Cloudy Brown (3Y)

C

Turin Tan (3D)

C
Notte Black (40) s

Milan White (3A) s

C
Cannes Beach (3J)

C

C

B

Olympia Gray (3E) s

C
Umbria Brown (35) s

C

Canterbury Stone (3U) s

B

Bergamo Festival (3K) s

C
Cannes Beach (3J)

C
Florentine Mosaic (3H)

C
Canterbury Stone (3U) s

B
Olympia Gray (3E) s

C
Umbria Brown (35) s

C

C
Turin Tan (3D)

C
Notte Black (40) s

C
Genoa Blue (3V)

indicates quick ship color in standard sizes.

shower/bath collections
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Add Transolid® Solid Surface Showers and Tub Walls to
your bathroom for a coordinated look. There’s a shower
or tub walls that’s right for your bath. See Transolid®
SHOWER/BATH Collections brochure for more information. Go to www.transolid.com for complete details.

Beautiful Vanity Tops
in over 100 nature inspired colors
• 10 Natural Granite colors
• 5 Natural Marble colors
• 20 Engineered Quartz colors
• 18 Natural Selections Solid Surface colors
• 49 Classic Solid Surface colors

For more than 20 years, Transolid® has been
helping people create beautiful bathrooms
with our luxurious vanity tops. In the following pages, you’ll see our approach to creating vanity tops that blend everyday function
with beautiful forms and materials. See our
complete collection at transolid.com.
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Transolid® natural marble

white cararra

s

crystal sands

s

java coast

s

cacao nougat

s

oman beige

s

Transolid natural stone vanity tops feature a smooth, high gloss finish and an easy care beauty that lasts a
lifetime. Our penetrating sealer helps protect your top for resistance to cracks, chips and scratches. Hard
Surface Vanity Tops are available Quick Ship or Customized. Select the vanity top that’s right for you.
®

s

indicates quick ship color in standard sizes. See order form for details

shower

natural stone
A

Replace your old bathtub with a
Transolid® Remodel 60” shower.
Glues right over old tile or wallboard, no messy removing old
tile. Coordinating colors. See
our Transolid® SHOWER/BATH
Collection brochure.

MAKE YOUR OWN STATEMENT
B

Your home is a reflection of your own unique personality and style.
Why not add a touch of luxury and affordable beauty by creating
a personal treasure you’ll always cherish? With Transolid® natural
stone surface vanity tops you’ll experience a captivating and energizing color palette. From robust tones to warm hues and vibrant
veining patterns, you’ll find the special look that speaks to your style.
vanity top
A White Carrara marble
vanity top with 11⁄2 in. butterfly
edge detail.

Transolid® natural granite

B Giallo Veneziano granite
vanity top with 11⁄2 in. beveled
edge detail.
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C Sea Green granite vanity
top with 11⁄4 in. eased edge
detail.

giallo s
ornamental

giallo s
veneziano

giallot
parfai

s

Marble & Granite QUICK SHIP Vanity Tops
QUICK SHIP Natural Stone Vanity Tops
includes undermount oval china bowl, 4 in. loose backsplash.
• Depths: 191⁄4 in. & 221⁄4 in.
• Thickness: 11⁄4 in. & 11⁄2 in.
• Standard Lengths
• Single & Double Bowls
• 10 Year Ltd. warranty
• 3 Edge Profiles: 11⁄2 in. Beveled, 11⁄2 in. Butterfly
and 11⁄4 in. Eased
• Ships in 12 days or less

rosselin white

s

baltic brown

s

india gold

s

sea green

C

s

uba verde

s

blue pearl

s

absolute black s
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A

vanity top
A Sea Green granite breakfront style vanity
top with 11⁄4 in. eased front edge profile
and double rectangular bowls.
Angled Front, Breakfront, Banjo, Curved
shaped tops are available, use the
Specialty Shapes order form.
B Blue Pearl granite curved front style vanity
top with 11⁄4 in. ogee front edge profile.
C Baltic Brown granite vanity top with
modern 4 in. bold edge profile.

BEAUTY

and

FUNCTION

Your master bath should be beautiful as well as functional.
Make it your own with a custom sized vanity top. Transolid®
natural stone surface vanity tops transform your space with
beautiful colors and patterns created by nature. See our color palette on previous pages, you’ll find the special look that
speaks to your style.

B

Marble & Granite CUSTOM Vanity Tops
CUSTOM Natural Granite and Marble Vanity Tops
includes undermount oval or rectangular china bowl, or vessel
bowl, 4 in. loose backsplash.
• Depths: 191⁄4 in. & 221⁄4 in.
• Thickness: 11⁄4 in. & 11⁄2 in.
• Up to 97 in. Lengths
• Single & Double Bowls
• 10 Year Ltd. warranty
• 9 Edge Profiles: 11⁄2 in. Beveled, 11⁄2 in. Butterfly and
11⁄4 in. Standard Eased, Double Eased, Chamfer, Roundover,
Bullnose, Ogee and Bold
• Ships in 19 days or less

C

natural granite & marble front edge profiles

bowl colors

White

11⁄2 in. Beveled s

11⁄4 in. Double Eased

(01)

Biscuit

(08)

11⁄2 in. Butterfly s 11⁄4 in. Eased s

11⁄4 in. Chamfer

11⁄4 in. Roundover

s indicates a quick ship edge profile

11⁄4 in. Bullnose

11⁄4 in. Ogee

4 in. Bold
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Transolid® engineered quartz quick ship colors

milan white

s

durum cream

s

nature’s path

s

umbria brown

s

olympia gray

s

windsor castle

s

sorrento coast

vanity top
A Durum Cream quartz vanity top with eased
front edge detail.
B Nature’s Path quartz vanity top with 11⁄2 in.
beveled front edge detail.
C Nano Crystal quartz vanity top with eased
front edge detail.

Quartz QUICK SHIP Vanity Tops

8

s

GET THE LOOK
Transolid® Showers & Tub Walls
coordinate with all vanity top colors. See Transolid® SHOWER/
BATH Collections brochure.
capri cliffs
s

s

bergamo
festival

s

canterbury
stone

s

manchester
square

s

notte black

s

indicates quick ship color in standard sizes. See order form for details

STYLE

and

BEAUTY

They say home is where the heart is - so why not create a special place to enjoy for years to come?
With Transolid® quartz vanity tops you’ll experience a captivating and energizing color palette.
Quartz is a nonporous surface that prevents unwelcome germs, bacteria, and mildew. Easy to maintain and
clean. Lustrous surface that doesn’t require sealing, conditioning or polishing. Scratch, heat, and stain resistant.
Quartz vanity tops are available Quick Ship or Customized. Select the vanity top that’s right for you.

QUICK SHIP Quartz Vanity Tops
includes undermount oval china bowl, 4 in. loose
backsplash.
• Depths: 191⁄4 in. & 221⁄4 in.
• Thickness: 3/4 in. & 11⁄2 in.
• Standard Lengths
• Single & Double Bowls
• 10 Year Ltd. warranty
• 3 Edge Profiles: 11⁄2 in. Beveled, 11⁄2 in. Butterfly
and 3/4 in. Eased
• Ships in 12 days or less

C

B

A

Transolid® engineered quartz custom colors

nano crystal

natural white

tuscan wheat
(honed)

cloudy brown

genoa blue

turin tan

florentine mosaic cannes beach
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CUSTOM QUARTZ Vanity Tops
includes undermount oval or rectangular china
bowl, or vessel bowl, 4 in. loose backsplash.
• Depths: 191⁄4 in. & 221⁄4 in.
• Thickness: 3/4 in. & 11⁄2 in.
• Up to 97 in. Lengths
• Single & Double Bowls
• 10 Year Ltd. warranty
• 9 Edge Profiles: 11⁄2 in. Beveled, 11⁄2 in. Butterfly
& 3/4 in. Standard Eased, Double Eased,
Chamfer, Roundover, Bullnose, Ogee, Bold
• Ships in 19 days or less

CALM RETREAT
Everyone’s day-to-day schedule is different, but we all
have one thing in common: lots to do. Your bathroom
is your calm retreat and you’ve chosen the perfect
vanity. Transolid® engineered quartz is the beautiful
vanity top to complete your vision. See our color palette on previous pages, you’ll find the special look that
is your style.

Quartz CUSTOM Vanity Tops
engineered quartz edge profiles

11⁄2 in. Beveled s 11⁄2 in. Butterfly s 3/4 in. Eased s

3/4 in. Double
Eased

3/4 in. Chamfer 3/4 in. Roundover

vanity top
Bergamo Festival quartz vanity top with 3/4
in. double eased edge detail on front. Double
rectangular undermount bowls.
3/4 in. Bullnose
10

3/4 in. Ogee

s indicates a quick ship edge profile

4 in. Bold
s indicates quick ship edge profile
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CHELSEA QUICK SHIP
Solid Surface Vanity Tops
includes single color vanity deck and integral bowl, 4
in. coved backsplash, standard eased edge profile.
• Depths: 191⁄4 in. & 221⁄4 in.
• Thickness: 11⁄4 in.
all solid surface
• Standard Lengths
quick ship
• Single & Double Bowls
vanity tops
• 10 Year Ltd. warranty
feature a coved
• 6 quick ship colors
backsplash
• Ships in 12 days or less
Marix Khaki

AFFORDABLE BEAUTY

standard eased edge profile

Transolid® single color solid surface

white

cameo

s

matrix white

s

biscuit

s

matrix dusk

s

matrix khaki

s

With so many choices in Transolid® solid surface vanity tops you can create a bathroom design to enjoy for
years to come. Solid surface material runs all the way
through. It is non-porous so bacteria and stains can’t
penetrate. Easy to clean low maintenance. Creates
a seamless appearance. Repairable and renewable.
Warm-to-the-touch, smooth surface.
Solid surface vanity tops are available quick ship and
customized. Select the vanity top that’s right for you.

s

Solid Surface QUICK SHIP Vanity Tops
DÉCOR QUICK SHIP
Vanity Tops
includes single color vanity deck
and integral recessed bowl, 4 in.
coved backsplash, modified ogee
edge profile.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Depth: 221⁄4 in.
Thickness: 11⁄4 in.
Standard Lengths
Single Bowl
5 Year Ltd. warranty
12 quick ship colors
Ships in 12 days or less

Marix Dusk

Coordinate your bath with Décor Shower Walls. See our Transolid®
SHOWER/BATH brochure for matching shower & tub walls.

modified ogee
edge profile

Transolid® single color décor solid surface
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decor white

s

decor cameo

s

decor biscuit

s

matrix white

matrix sand

s

matrix summit

s

desert earth

s

seaside

s

s

matrix dusk

s

sand castle

s

matrix khaki

s

peppered sage

s

Transolid® two-color solid surface

white carrara
white bowl

s

matrix white
white bowl

s

matrix khaki
white bowl

s

matrix khaki s
cameo bowl

Ashley Sand Mountain vanity top
Ashley
with white integral
ovalWhite
bowl Carrara vanity top
with white integral oval bowl

sand mountain
white bowl

s

sand mountain
cameo bowl

s

almond sky
white bowl

s

almond sky s
cameo bowl

ASHLEY QUICK SHIP
Solid Surface Vanity Tops
Two-color vanity top. First color is deck and second
color is integral bowl, 4 in. coved backsplash,
modified ogee edge profile.
• Depth: 221⁄4 in.
• Thickness: 11⁄4 in.
• Standard Lengths
• Single Bowl
• 10 Year Ltd. warranty
• 5 two-tone quick ship colors
• Ships in 12 days or less

modified ogee edge profile

Solid Surface QUICK SHIP Vanity Tops
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CUSTOM Classic Solid Surface
Vanity Tops
includes integral solid surface, under
mount china bowl, or vessel bowl cutout, 4 in. coved or loose backsplash.
• Depths:191⁄4 in. & 221⁄4 in.
• Thickness: 11⁄4 in.
• Up to 97 in. Lengths
• Single & Double Bowls
• 10 Year Ltd. warranty
• 7 Edge Profiles: Standard Eased,
Chamfer, Roundover, Bullnose, 		
Ogee, Modified Ogee and Bold
• Ships in 19 days or less

CUSTOMIZE
Elevate everyday and make an impression. Start with a beautiful vanity
top that stands on its own and is your
inspiration for the whole room.
Transolid® solid surface vanity tops
are masterfully crafted for fine quality. Solid surface material is made to
withstand everyday use and the test of
time. Each color in our collection is an
expression of beauty. Coordinate your
look with a Transolid® solid surface
shower. See our Transolid® SHOWER/
BATH Collections brochure.

A
Transolid® classic solid surface custom colors

white

s

sea shore
14

biscuit

s

sandstone

cameo

matrix white

s

matrix khaki

s

sand castle

additional colors available, see color gallery for complete selection

s

matrix silver

graphite

sea salt

surf white

wild dunes

island palm

silt stone

cape sands

B
vanity top
A Sand Mountain solid surface vanity top with
bullnose edge detail on front. White vitreous china
undermount bowl. Sand Mountain Direct to Stud
Shower.

BC

B White Carrara natural selections solid surface vanity top with
integral white solid surface bowl and bold edge detail on front edge.

custom solid surface edge profiles

C Matrix White classic solid surface vanity top with integral white
solid surface bowl and standard eased edge detail on front edge.

custom vanity top bowl selections
Solid Surface: Any Classic Color.

Solid Surface
Oval

Solid Surface
Rectangular

Vitreous China: White (01), Biscuit (08)

Vitreous China
Oval

Standard Eased

Chamfer

Roundover

Ogee

Modified
Ogee

Bullnose

Vitreous China
Rectangular

Classic Solid Surface CUSTOM Vanity Tops
4 in. Bold

venetian

deep sea

midnight

matrix dark gray harbor gray

matrix sand

desert earth

aztec

sage

peppered sage

shore road

ocean pines

matrix dusk

summer rain

seaside

s

matrix jade
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A
Transolid® natural selections® solid surface custom colors
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white cararra

country slate

sand mountain

almond sky

desert drift

amber waves

thunder cloud

CUSTOM Natural Selections®
Solid Surface Vanity Tops
includes integral solid surface, undermount china bowl,
or vessel bowl cutout, 4 in. coved or loose backsplash.
• Depths:191⁄4 in. & 221⁄4 in.
• Thickness: 11⁄4 in.
• Up to 97 in. Lengths
• Single & Double Bowls
• 10 Year Ltd. warranty
• 7 Edge Profiles: Standard Eased, Bold,
Chamfer, Roundover, Bullnose, Ogee,
Modified Ogee (see previous page)
• Ships in 19 days or less
NEW Solid Surface Waterfall Vanity Top

B
vanity top
A Amber Waves natural selections® solid surface vanity top with ogee front
edge detail. White integral solid surface oval bowl.
B Sand Mountain solid surface angled front vanity top with ogee front edge
detail. White integral solid surface oval bowl. Angled Front, Breakfront, Banjo,
Curved shaped tops are available, use the Specialty Shapes order form.

C

moonscape

ivory wave

stratus

C White Carrara solid surface one-piece waterfall leg vanity top with eased
front edge detail. White integral solid surface rectangular bowl.

amalfi

plateau

ostrich

gold coast

silver fern

Natural Selections® Solid Surface CUSTOM Vanity Tops

NATURE INSPIRED
Natural Selections® finds it’s colors in nature and
brings a fresh updated look that is your inspiration.
Kids, friends, family. You do a lot for everyone else.
What about you? Carve out a little “me” time, and
Transolid® can help with the “me” place.
ash leaves

mesa

emerald lagoon
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COLOR GALLERY
Transolid® natural granite colors

A
Baltic Brown (E5) s

A
Rosselin White (F4) s

B
Uba Verde (E3) s

A
Sea Green (F3) s

C
Giallo Veneziano (E1) s

B
Giallo Parfait (G2) s

C
India Gold (G1) s

B
Giallo Ornamental (F2) s

C
Blue Pearl (E8) s

C
Absolute Black (F5) s

Transolid® natural marble colors

C

C

White Carrara (M1) s

Crystal Sands (M4) s

C
Java Coast (M5) s

C
Cacao Nougat (M7) s

C
Oman Beige (M6) s

Transolid® engineered quartz colors

B
Milan White (3A) s

B
Durum Cream (33) s

B
Natural White (3W)

Cloudy Brown (3Y)

C
Nano Crystal (N1)

Tuscan Wheat - honed (3C)

s

C

C
Manchester Square (3S) s

indicates quick ship color in standard sizes.

B
Capri Cliffs (3Q) s

Nature’s Path (3X) s

B
Windsor Castle (3F) s

Sorrento Coast (3G) s

C
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B

B

Umbria Brown (35) s

C
Cannes Beach (3J)

C
Florentine Mosaic (3H)

C
Canterbury Stone (3U) s

Olympia Gray (3E) s

C

C
Bergamo Festival (3K) s

B

C
Turin Tan (3D)

C
Notte Black (40) s

C
Genoa Blue (3V)

Transolid® natural selections® solid surface colors

C
White Carrara
(91) s

D
Stratus (9C)

D
Gold Coast
(9K)

D
Moonscape
(9D)

D
Mesa (9R)

D
Ivory Wave
(9T)

C

D
Amalfi (9F)

D

Sand Mountain
(94) s

Silver Fern
(97)

D
Ostrich (9E)

D
Thunder Cloud
(9A)

D

C

D

Plateau (9N)

Almond Sky
(96) s

Desert Drift
(9B)

D

D

D

D
Country Slate
(90)

Ash Leaves
(95)

Amber Waves
(99)

Emerald
Lagoon (93)

Transolid® classic solid surface colors

A

A

A

White (01) s Cameo (02)s Bone (03)

B
Matrix Pink
(52)

B
Matrix Jade
(53)

B
Seaside
(5C)

B
Matrix Light
Gray (54)

B

B

Peppered Sage Sand Castle
(5D)
(5E)

C
Coastal Fog
(66)

C
Summer
Rain (70)

C
Deep Sea
(80)

C
Silt Stone
(71)

C
Sandstone
(81)

C
Spruce
(83)

A
Peach (04)

A

B

C
Ocean Pines
(72)

C
Graphite
(84)

Pea (07)

B

A
Biscuit (08)s

B

B
Matrix Dark
Blue (62)

C
Surf White
(74)

C
Midnight
(85)

B

C

C

Wild Dunes
(75)

C
Sea Shore
(86)

Island Palm
(76)

B

B

Matrix Khaki Matrix Summit
(67) s
(68)

C

C

Aztec (87)

Sage (88)

B
Moonlight
(5B)

C
Sea Salt
(64)

C
Outer Banks
(77)

B

Matrix White Matrix Silver
(50) s
(51)

Desert Earth
(5A)

B

Matrix Dusk
(63) s

BB

B

Matrix Green Matrix Brown Matrix Bone
(56)
(57)
(58)

B
Matrix Sand
(60)

A

Almond (05) Shell (06)

B
Matrix Dark
Gray (55)

A

C
Cape Sands
(65)

C

C

Harbor Gray Shore Road
(78)
(79)

C
Venetian
(89)

Transolid® décor solid surface colors (available in quick ship standard sizes only)

Décor
Cameo
White (A5) (A6)

Décor
Desert
Seaside
Biscuit (A7) Earth (A0) (A2)

Peppered
Sage (A3)

Sand
Matrix
Matrix
Castle (A4) White (A8) Dusk (B0)

s

Matrix
Khaki (B1)

Matrix
Sand (B2)

Matrix
Summit (B9)

indicates quick ship color in standard sizes.
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VANITY TOPS

800-766-2452
www.transolid.com
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899-1460

514

